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One of the most general methods for problem solving
is to use a known source analogue as a guide to develop-
ing a solution for a novel target analogue. Many studies
have demonstrated that both children and adults can solve
problems by analogy (e.g., Gentner & Gentner, 1983;
Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983; Holyoak, Junn, & Billman,
1984; Holyoak & Koh, 1987; Keane, 1986; Ross, 1987,
1989; for a review, see Holyoak & Thagard, 1995, chap. 5).
Virtually all of these studies have used verbal materials
exclusively; relatively little work has explored the use of
visual analogies. Most studies of diagrammatic reason-
ing have focused on the interpretation of pictures and di-
agrams that directly represent the information in the
problem to be solved (e.g., by using a static picture of a
pulley system to infer the direction of motion; see Fergu-
son & Hegarty, 1995; Funt, 1995; Hegarty, 1991, 1992,
1995; Hegarty, Just, & Morrison, 1988). In this line of
research, the use of analogy between one problem and
another has not been examined. In other work, the use of
graphs to make inferences has been examined (Gattis &
Holyoak, 1996; Shah, Hegarty, & Mayer, 1999). A graph
(like a map) can be viewed as an analogue of what it rep-
resents but does not itself provide procedural informa-
tion about how to solve a target problem. In contrast, pic-

tures or diagrams that represent a distinct source analogue
may enable the reasoner to construct a parallel procedure
for solving the target problem.

A few experiments have shown that visual diagrams
can be used as source analogues to solve a verbal target
problem (Beveridge & Parkins, 1987; Chen, 1995; Gick,
1985; Gick & Holyoak, 1983). Gick and Holyoak (1983,
Experiment 3) first showed college students the pair of
diagrams depicted in Figure 1 and asked the participants
to remember them so they could draw them later from
memory. After a delay of a few minutes, the participants
were given the task of solving the radiation problem
(Duncker, 1945), in which a doctor must find a way to use
a kind of ray to destroy an inoperable stomach tumor in a
patient. The essence of the problem is that high-intensity
rays would destroy the healthy tissue it passes through on
the way to the tumor; although low-intensity rays would
not harm the healthy tissue, they would be ineffective in
treating the tumor.

The radiation problem thus has a rich semantic con-
tent, whereas the diagrams used by Gick and Holyoak
(1983) were presented without any semantic interpreta-
tion. Nonetheless, it is possible to interpret the diagrams
as a relational analogue to the radiation problem. Specif-
ically, the left diagram could be interpreted as a large
force directed at a target from a single point (analogous to
the “obvious” but unsatisfactory idea of applying high-
intensity rays to the tumor), and the right diagram can be
interpreted as representing a convergence solution, in
which multiple small forces are directed from several
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In four experiments, we examined the impact of perceptual properties on the effectiveness of dia-
grams in analogical problem solving, using variants of convergence diagrams as source analogues for
the radiation problem. Static diagrams representing the initial problematic state (one large line directed
at a target) and the final state for a convergence solution (multiple converging lines) were not accessed
spontaneously but were often used successfully once a hint to consider the diagram had been provided.
The inaccessibility of static diagrams was not alleviated by adding additional diagrams to represent in-
termediate states (Experiment 1), but spontaneous access was improved by augmenting static dia-
grams with a verbal statement of the convergence principle (Experiment 3). Spontaneous retrieval and
noticing were increased markedly by animating displays representing converging forces and thereby
encouraging encoding of the lines as indicating motion toward a target (Experiments 3 and 4). However,
neither static nor animated diagrams were effective when the arrows were reversed to imply diver-
gence rather than convergence (Experiment 2). The results indicate that when animation encourages
the interpretation of a diagram as a helpful source analogue, it can greatly enhance analogical transfer.
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points to converge at the target. If people can find the cor-
respondences between the left diagram and the problem
statement for the radiation problem, they might be able to
use the right diagram to infer that an analogous conver-
gence solution (simultaneous application of converging
low-intensity rays to summate at the tumor) could be used
to solve the radiation problem.

Successful use of diagrams as a source analogue, like
use of a verbal source analogue, requires that the reasoner
be able to carry out several mental processes. In particu-
lar, the reasoner needs to retrieve the source and notice
its relevance when given the target problem, map the ana-
logues to identify relational correspondences, and con-
struct the analogous solution. Gick and Holyoak (1980,
1983) developed a paradigm for distinguishing the initial
step of retrieval and noticing from the subsequent steps
of mapping and solution generation. After presenting the
source analogue in an incidental context, the participants
were initially presented with the target problem without
any hint that they should use the source analogue. If they
were able to generate the analogous convergence solution
at this point more often than participants in a control con-
dition who had not received a source analogue, this would
show they were able to both retrieve and use the source
analogue. All the participants were then told that the source
analogue might be helpful and were given a second op-
portunity to solve the target problem. If additional par-
ticipants then gave the convergence solution, this would
indicate they had initially failed to retrieve the source ana-
logue but were nonetheless capable of performing map-
ping and solution generation.

One of the most general findings in Gick and Holyoak’s
(1980, 1983) experiments, for both verbal and diagram-
matic source analogues, was that retrieval and noticing
were major blocks to successful analogical problem solv-
ing. In the control condition (no source analogue), about
10% of the participants generated the convergence solu-
tion to the radiation problem. When the source was a ver-
bal story highly dissimilar from the radiation problem (a

story about a general using converging troops to capture
a fortress), the rate of generating spontaneous conver-
gence solutions was about 30%. But after a hint to use the
source was given, approximately an additional 50% of
the participants gave the convergence solution, for a total
solution rate of roughly 80%. When the source analogue
was the diagrams in Figure 1, the gap between prehint
and posthint solution frequency was particularly extreme.
Spontaneous (i.e., prehint) generation of the solution fre-
quency did not differ from the baseline rate (i.e., 10%),
whereas the total solution rate once the hint was provided
was about 70%. Gick (1985) observed a similar gap be-
tween prehint and posthint solution rates with the dia-
grams as source. Similarly, research on diagrammatic
reasoning has shown that diagrams are often most effec-
tive when accompanied by a text that explains how the
diagrams should be interpreted (Hegarty & Just, 1993;
Mayer & Gallini, 1990). An explanatory text accompany-
ing a diagram thus seems to function much like a hint to
use a diagram as a source analogue.

Why would spontaneous retrieval and noticing of a dia-
grammatic source analogue be so difficult? One general
possibility is that without any semantic interpretation,
the diagrams are not encoded in terms of concepts that
could potentially link them to the verbal target problem.
For example, the static line in the left diagram in Figure 1
need not be encoded as a representation of a direction of
motion or of a force. It is, after all, simply a line with an
arrow at one end. Once a hint to consider it has been given,
the semantic interpretation of the target problem may be
mapped “backward” onto the diagram, thereby bootstrap-
ping the interpretation of the right diagram as the repre-
sentation of the convergence solution, which can then be
transferred to the radiation problem.

The question then arises of whether it is possible to
use perceptual properties of diagrams to foster richer re-
lational encodings, which would in turn make the dia-
grams more effective as source analogues, particularly
by making spontaneous access easier. That is, without
providing a verbal interpretation of the diagram, can its
visuospatial properties suffice to make it an accessible
source analogue? A study by Chen (1995) showed that
transfer performance improves with increased similarity
between a schematic source picture and a target problem;
however, that study did not explore the possible use of
more abstract diagrams. A study by Beveridge and Parkins
(1987) provides suggestive evidence that diagrams can
indeed be made more accessible. They used the same basic
paradigm as Gick and Holyoak (1983) but varied the dia-
grams used as source analogues. The most effective ana-
logue (Experiment 2) was a diagram in which the lines of
force were represented by transparent blue plastic strips,
hinged together at one end. As the participants watched,
the strips were slowly fanned out to reveal the change from
dark to light shades of blue on the nonoverlapping parts
of the strip. When the colored strips were used as the
source analogue, 95% of the participants spontaneously
generated the convergence solution. Beveridge and Parkins

Figure 1. The pair of diagrams used as a source analogue by
Gick and Holyoak (1983) and in Experiment 1 of the present
study. From “Schema Induction and Analogical Transfer,” by
M. L. Gick and K. S. Holyoak, 1983, Cognitive Psychology, 15,
p. 18. Copyright 1983 by Academic Press. Reprinted with per-
mission.
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suggested that, relative to the simpler diagrams used by
Gick and Holyoak (1983), this visually presented “real”
event provided a more explicit representation of the sum-
mative effect of intensity at the center of the display.

With the exception of the Beveridge and Parkins (1987)
and Chen (1995) studies, there has been no systematic in-
vestigation of the impact of perceptual properties on the
effectiveness of diagrams or pictures in analogical prob-
lem solving. In the present study, we report a series of
experiments using variants of convergence diagrams as
source analogues for the radiation problem. These variants
differ in specific ways that might influence their rela-
tional encoding. In particular, we explored the impact of
using longer sequences of diagrams that provided a denser
representation of intervening problem states between the
initial problematic state and the solution and the impact
of introducing apparent motion to reinforce the interpre-
tation of the lines as indicating directions of motion to-
ward a target point. In line with Beveridge and Parkins’s
findings, we hypothesized that perceptual properties of di-
agrams that foster their interpretation as representations
of forceful directed motion would facilitate their useful-
ness as source analogues1 for the radiation problem.

EXPERIMENT 1

The goal of Experiment 1 was to compare the useful-
ness of the pair of diagrams used by Gick and Holyoak
(1983, Experiment 3) with that of a longer sequence of di-
agrams intended to depict intermediate states between the
initial problematic state (one large force) and the con-
vergence solution (several converging small forces).

Method
Participants . Forty-nine students in undergraduate psychology

classes at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) served
in the experiment as part of a course requirement. Fifteen partici-
pants were assigned to the pictorial-diagram condition, 18 to the 
sequential-diagram condition, and 16 to the control condition .

Materials, Design, and Procedure. The basic procedure and
materials were adapted from those employed by Gick and Holyoak
(1983, Experiment 3). The three conditions differed in the source
analogue provided. The participants assigned to the pictorial-diagra m
condition received the pair of diagrams depicted in Figure 1, which
were identical to those used by Gick and Holyoak (1983, Experi-
ment 3). Those assigned to the sequential-diagram condition re-
ceived a sequence of diagrams, I through IV in the upper row of
Figure 2. The participants in the control condition did not receive any
diagrams or other source analogues. This control condition served to
establish the base rate for production of convergence solutions in
the absence of a source analogue.

The participants in the analogue conditions were told they would
be serving in three different short experiments, the first on recall of
pictures, the second on decision making, and the third on problem
solving. As their initial task, the participants in the pictorial-diagra m
condition received the picture shown in Figure 1, displayed on a 15-
in. Macintosh computer screen. They were asked to study the dia-
gram for 1 min, after which they were asked to recall the diagram
and write a verbal description of it from memory. The participant s
in the sequential-diagrams condition received the sequence of four
convergence diagrams shown in the upper row of Figure 2. Dia-

grams I and IV were identical to those shown together to the par-
ticipants in the pictorial-diagrams condition. Diagrams II and III
depicted intermediate states between a single large line and a sin-
gle small line and a pair of converging lines, respectivel y. Each dia-
gram in the sequence of four was displayed on the computer screen
for 1 min, after which the participants were asked to recall the dia-
grams and write a description of them.

After completing their initial task, all the participants completed
an unrelated reasoning task that took about 5 min. They then were
presented a booklet that contained the radiation problem, stated as
follows:

Suppose you are a doctor faced with a patient who has a malignant
tumor in his stomach. It is impossible to operate on the patient, but un-
less the tumor is destroyed the patient will die. There is a kind of ray that
can be used to destroy the tumor. If the rays reach the tumor all at once
at a sufficiently high intensity, the tumor will be destroyed. Unfortunately,
at this intensity the healthy tissue that the rays pass through on the way
to the tumor will also be destroyed. At a lower intensity the rays are
harmless to healthy tissue, but they will not affect the tumor either. 

What type of procedure might be used to destroy the tumor with the
rays, and at the same time avoid destroying the healthy tissue?

After they had read the problem, the participants were asked to
produce as many solutions as possible. After 5 min, the participant s
were told that the diagrams they had seen earlier might help them
solve the problem. They were then asked to give whatever solution
was suggested by the diagrams.

The participants in the control condition were simply given the
radiation problem and asked to write down as many solutions to it
as possible.

Results and Discussion
Solutions to the radiation problem were scored as to

whether they explicitly or implicitly proposed the criti-
cal idea of having rays converge at the tumor. The basis
for this assessment was the same as that used by Gick and
Holyoak (1983). Solutions were judged by a scorer who
was blind with respect to condition.

Table 1 presents the percentage of participants in each
condition who produced the convergence solution to the
radiation problem before the hint, after the hint, and in
total. The percentage of participants producing the con-
vergence solution to the target problem on their first pass
(prehint) provides a measure of spontaneous noticing and
application; the total percentage of participants produc-
ing the solution on either pass (prehint or posthint) pro-
vides a measure of potential application given that the
analogy has been noticed. The difference between these
two percentages provides a measure of the importance of
having a “teacher” to point out the relevance of the prior
source analogue.

The solution frequencies observed in the various con-
ditions were compared using the maximum likelihood chi-
square statistic, G 2 (Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975).
The results replicated and extended those obtained by
Gick and Holyoak (1983). Prior to receiving a hint, the
two analogue conditions did not differ from each other,
nor did they yield more convergence solutions than did the
control condition [G2(2) , 1]. The baseline solution fre-
quency, approximately 13%, was very similar to that ob-
tained by Gick and Holyoak (1980, 1983). After the hint
was provided, however, over 60% of the participants in
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the two analogue conditions produced convergence solu-
tions, greatly exceeding the performance of the control
condition [G2(1) = 12.42, p , .001]. However, total so-
lution frequencies did not differ across the two analogue
conditions [G2(1) , 1].

The results of Experiment 1 thus confirm Gick and
Holyoak’s (1983) finding that diagrams are not reliably
accessed as source analogues without a hint but that they
can be used effectively once their relevance is pointed
out by a hint. Moreover, the present results show that the
difficulty of spontaneously retrieving and noticing dia-
grammatic analogues is not reduced by presenting a se-
quence of diagrams to illustrate intermediate states. The
computer-based display (sequential-diagrams condition)
yielded a level of convergence solutions equivalent to that
of the simpler pictorial-diagrams condition.

EXPERIMENT 2

The failure of the sequential-diagrams condition tested
in Experiment 1 to increase solution transfer, relative to
the pictorial-diagrams condition, indicates that neither

use of a computer display nor depiction of intermediate
states nor sequential presentation is sufficient to improve
analogical transfer. However, Beveridge and Parkins
(1987, Experiment 2) found a higher rate of transfer using
a source analogue in which colored strips were physically
manipulated to represent the effect of summation. One
property of their display, which may have been critical,
was that the analogue was, in effect, an animated display:
The diagram underwent a continuous change (the col-
ored strips were spread apart) as the participants watched
it. Experiment 2 was designed specifically to examine the
possible impact of animation on the effectiveness of di-
agrams as source analogues.

METHOD

Participants . Ninety-nine UCLA undergraduates participated in
the experiment as part of a course requirement. They were assigned
to one of five conditions, with 20 in each of four experimental con-
ditions and 19 in the control condition.

Materials, Design, and Procedure. The basic procedure was
the same as that used in Experiment 1. In four conditions, dia-
grammatic source analogues were used; in a control condition, the

Figure 2. Sequences of diagrams. Each of the four diagrams was presented in sequence, appearing alone on the
screen. The diagrams in the upper row were used in the convergence conditions, and those in the lower row were used
in the divergence conditions. Diagrams were not numbered in displays. Note that Diagram I was identical in the two
sequences. In the static conditions, the diagrams appeared as they do in this figure. In the dynamic conditions, each
diagram was animated, showing arrows in movement in the direction indicated by the arrows. Each dynamic dia-
gram was composed of six different frames projected in a cycling fashion, with an interframe rate of 100 msec.
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radiation problem was received without any analogue. Two of the
analogues were based on the sequence of diagrams depicted in the
top row of Figure 2. The participants in the static-convergence con-
dition received the same sequential display of four diagrams as that
in the sequential-diagrams condition of Experiment 1. Each dia-
gram was displayed on a 15-in. Macintosh computer screen in turn
for 1 min, after which the participants were asked to recall the dia-
grams and write a verbal description of them from memory.

The participants in the dynamic-convergence condition saw an
animated computer display based on the same four diagrams as
those used in the static-convergence condition. Each diagram was
displayed on the computer screen for 1 min; each was animated,
showing arrows in movement. Each diagram was composed of six
different frames projected in a cycling fashion, with an interframe
rate of 100 msec. The participants were then asked to recall the di-
agrams and write a verbal description of them from memory.

If the dynamic convergence displays yielded greater analogica l
transfer than did the static versions, one interpretation would be that
any animated display improves transfer. To control for this possi-
bility, the participants in two additional conditions were shown di-
agrams based on those depicted in the bottom row of Figure 2.
These diagrams are matched to those in the top row of Figure 2, ex-
cept that the arrows are directed outward instead of inward and
hence represent divergence rather than convergence (Diagram I is
identical in the two conditions). Since divergence is not a useful
basis for solving the radiation problem, the divergence diagrams
should be less effective than the convergence ones, even when ani-
mated. The static-divergence and dynamic-convergence conditions
were respectively identical to their convergence counterparts, ex-
cept for the change in the diagrams.

The same two-phase procedure was used as that in Experiment 1,
with the same intervening filler task.

Results and Discussion
Convergence solutions were scored in the same man-

ner as in Experiment 1. Table 2 presents the percentage of
participants in each condition who produced the conver-
gence solution to the radiation problem before the hint,
after the hint, and in total. The baseline rate for the con-
vergence solution in the control condition, which did not
receive a source analogue, was 11%. As in the identical
condition in Experiment 1 (sequential diagrams), the pre-
hint solution frequency for the static-convergence con-
dition did not differ from the baseline [G2(1) , 1]. How-
ever, the rate of spontaneous transfer was much higher
(55%) for the dynamic-convergence condition, a rate reli-
ably higher than that for the static-convergence condition
[G2(1) = 7.36, p , .01]. The two convergence conditions
did not differ significantly in total solution frequency
[G2(1) = 2.59, p = .10], but considered together, they
yielded more total convergence solutions than did the
control condition [G2(1) = 27.59, p , .001].

The benefit of animation in spontaneous analogical
transfer was restricted to the convergence conditions. The

static-divergence and dynamic-divergence conditions did
not differ in solution rates either prior to the hint [G2(1) =
1.16, p . .20] or in total [G2(1) = 1.60, p . .20]; nor did
the two divergence conditions considered together yield
more convergence solutions than the control condition,
either prior to the hint [G2(1) , 1] or in total [G2(1) , 1].
The participants were thus extremely sensitive to the di-
rection of motion indicated by the arrows in the diagram,
so that only convergence diagrams, and especially the dy-
namic version, were effective source analogues for the ra-
diation problem.

EXPERIMENT 3

Gick and Holyoak (1983) reported a number of find-
ings indicating that analogical transfer is facilitated when
the initial analogue (or multiple analogues) is encoded
more abstractly. One way to potentially increase the ab-
straction of encoding is to augment the source analogue
with an explicit verbal statement of the underlying solu-
tion principle. For diagrammatic source analogues, espe-
cially the static-convergence diagrams that are difficult to
retrieve spontaneously, transfer may be facilitated by add-
ing a statement of the principle. 

Method
Participants . Forty UCLA undergraduates served in the exper-

iment as part of a course requirement, with 20 assigned to each of
the two conditions .

Materials, Design, and Procedure. Two conditions were
tested, the static-convergence and the dynamic-convergence condi-
tions. The materials, design, and procedure were identical to those
used for these two conditions in Experiment 2, except that during
the time the diagrams were displayed, the following sentence was
shown at the bottom of the computer screen: “If you need a large
force to accomplish some purpose, but are prevented from applying
such force directly, many smaller forces applied simultaneously
from different directions may work just as well.” This verbal prin-
ciple had been used previously by Gick and Holyoak (1983).

Results and Discussion
Table 3 presents the percentage of participants in each

condition who produced the convergence solution to the
radiation problem before the hint, after the hint, and in
total. With the addition of the verbal principle, analogi-
cal transfer was quite robust in both conditions. Prior to
the hint, about 50% of the participants in both the static-
convergence and the dynamic-convergence conditions
succeeded in producing the convergence solution, with
no significant difference between the two groups [G2(1) ,

Table 1
Percentage of Participants Producing

the Convergence Solution (Experiment 1)

Condition Before Hint After Hint Total N

Control (no analogue) – – 13 16
Pictorial diagrams 13 47 60 15
Sequential diagrams 17 50 67 18

Table 2
Percentage of Participants Producing

the Convergence Solution (Experiment 2)

Condition Before Hint After Hint Total N

Control (no analogue) – – 11 19
Static convergenc e 15 55 70 20
Dynamic convergenc e 55 35 90 20
Static divergence 15 10 25 20
Dynamic divergence 5 5 10 20
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1]. The static-convergence condition with the principle
tested in Experiment 3 produced a higher frequency of pre-
hint solutions than did the comparable static-convergence
condition without a principle, tested in Experiment 2
[G2(1) = 4.44, p , .05]. Total solution rate after the hint
in Experiment 3 was greater in the dynamic than in the
static condition [95% vs. 70%; G2(1) = 4.72, p , .05].
Thus, the addition of a verbal principle facilitated spon-
taneous retrieval of the source analogue in the static-
convergence condition but did not entirely eliminate the
overall advantage of the dynamic condition.

EXPERIMENT 4

Both Experiments 2 and 3 provided evidence that the
dynamic-convergence diagrams are more effective as
source analogues than are their static counterparts. How-
ever, it would be desirable to test whether the advantage
of dynamic displays extends to other variants of the dia-
grams. The results of Experiment 2 indicated that dynamic
displays are not effective when the arrows are reversed,
thereby indicating divergence rather than convergence.
In Experiment 4, we examined another modification of
the diagrams, in which the arrows were replaced by
blocks. Although blocks do not convey direction of motion
as clearly as do arrows, they are compatible with a con-
vergence interpretation (unlike the reversed arrows used
in the divergence conditions of Experiment 2). Since a
dynamic display provides additional cues to motion, we
predicted that diagrams with blocks, instead of arrows,

would yield greater transfer when the displays were dy-
namic rather than static.

Method
Participants . Forty UCLA undergraduates served in the exper-

iment as part of a course requirement, with 20 assigned to each of
the two conditions. 

Materials, Design, and Procedure. Two conditions were
tested, the static-convergence and the dynamic-convergence condi-
tions. The materials, design, and procedure were identical to those
used for these two conditions in Experiment 2, except that the dia-
grams used were based on those depicted in Figure 3. The sole
change between these diagrams and those used previously (upper
row in Figure 2) is that the arrows have been replaced by undirected
blocks.

Results and Discussion
Table 4 presents the percentage of participants in each

condition who produced the convergence solution to the
radiation problem before the hint, after the hint, and in
total. The dynamic-convergence condition tended to pro-
duce a higher rate of transfer both prior to the hint [G2(1) =
4.72, p , .05] and in total [G2(1) = 5.01, p , .05]. The
results of Experiment 4 thus indicate that dynamic dis-
plays yield more robust transfer than do static displays for
multiple variants of the diagrams, as long as they can be
interpreted as representing convergence.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the present study provide a broad picture
of the impact of various perceptual properties of diagrams
on their effectiveness as source analogues for solving the
verbal convergence problem. Static diagrams representing
the initial problematic state (one large line directed at a
target) and the final state for a convergence solution (mul-
tiple converging lines) are not accessed spontaneously
but can often be used successfully, once a hint to consider
the diagram has been provided. The inaccessibility of sta-

Figure 3. Sequence of diagrams used in Experiment 4. Each of the four diagrams was presented in sequence, appearing alone on
the screen. In the static condition, the diagrams appeared as they do in this figure. In the dynamic condition, each diagram was an-
imated, showing blocks in movement. Each dynamic diagram was composed of six different frames projected in a cycling fashion,
with an interframe rate of 100 msec.

Table 3
Percentage of Participants Producing
Convergence Solution (Experiment 3)

Condition Before Hint After Hint Total N

Static convergence + principle 45 25 70 20
Dynamic convergence + principle 50 45 95 20
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tic diagrams is not alleviated by adding additional dia-
grams to represent intermediate states (Experiment 1), but
spontaneous access can be improved by augmenting static
diagrams with a verbal statement of the convergence prin-
ciple (Experiment 3).

The most important result, however, is that sponta-
neous retrieval and noticing can be markedly improved
by animating the display in a manner that encourages en-
coding of the lines as indicating motion toward a target.
The advantage of dynamic over static diagrams for repre-
senting convergence was obtained both when the diagrams
included directed arrows (Experiment 2) and when they
instead included undirected blocks (Experiment 4). How-
ever, neither static nor animated diagrams were effective
when the arrows were reversed to imply divergence rather
than convergence (Experiment 2). Although represent-
ing only a small change perceptually, the reversed arrows
radically alter the interpretation of the direction of motion
in a way that makes it extremely difficult for reasoners
to map the diagrams onto the radiation problem and infer
a convergence solution. Thus, animation is helpful only
when it encourages an interpretation of the diagram that,
in fact, can be mapped onto the target problem.

The effectiveness of animated convergence in making
diagrams function effectively as source analogues for the
convergence solution to the radiation problem is consis-
tent with the findings of Beveridge and Parkins (1987),
who showed that enacting summation with colored strips
also led to a high rate of analogical transfer. The effec-
tiveness of dynamic versions of convergence diagrams
is particularly striking in that people often accessed the
diagrams spontaneously despite the complete absence of
a verbal “cover story” to guide their interpretation. In
Experiment 2, over half the participants in the dynamic-
convergence condition produced the convergence solu-
tion to the radiation problem prior to a hint. This high rate
of spontaneous transfer is substantially greater than that
typically observed with verbal far analogues (e.g., the
fortress analogue used by Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983;
Spencer & Weisberg, 1986). In other words, whereas sta-
tic diagrams representing convergence yield minimal
spontaneous transfer (less than verbal far analogues), dy-
namic versions of the same displays are actually better
than verbal source analogues that are semantically rich but
superficially dissimilar.

There are multiple possible explanations for the po-
tency of dynamic displays of convergence as source ana-
logues. It may be that with the aid of apparent motion,
people are led to encode the displays as something like

abstract schemas for convergence. Appropriate animation
may thus function much like the provision of multiple ana-
logues (Catrambone & Holyoak, 1989; Gick & Holyoak,
1983) or the addition of an abstract verbal principle (Gick
& Holyoak, 1983; present Experiment 3). Another pos-
sibility (not mutually exclusive with the first) is that dy-
namic displays result in encodings that are more closely
connected to the perceptual system than can be readily
achieved by purely verbal materials. That is, actually see-
ing a display in motion may yield a representation of mov-
ing forces that is more purely perceptual than the kind of
representation generated by reading text. The convergence
solution depends, in a deep sense, on understanding the
perceptual and physical reality of how converging forces
interact with each other and with other objects that they
contact along their paths. This type of understanding may
be best conveyed by animated displays that generate rich
perceptual representations.

The present findings were obtained solely with dia-
grammatic analogues to the radiation problem. Further re-
search will be required to examine the usefulness of other
types of diagrams in solving other types of problems and
also to determine the exact mechanisms underlying the
effectiveness of dynamic displays. If it can be shown that
appropriate animation of the source analogue facilitates
analogical transfer to other problems, then animation—
even, and perhaps particularly, animation of abstract 
diagrams—may prove to be a practical tool for education.
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NOTE

1. Insofar as diagrams can be interpreted as representations of the ab-
stract convergence principle, they could be construed as schemas, rather
than as specific analogues (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). However, theories
of analogy generally consider the process of mapping to be performed
by fundamentally the same mechanism regardless of whether the source
is an abstract schema or a specific analogue (e.g., Hummel & Holyoak,
1997). For this reason and because a diagram is inherently a specific vi-
sual object, we will refer to the diagrams used in this study as source
analogues .
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